
Group 1 Term 2 

 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 

    

“u” “air” “f/ph” “sion/tion” 

    

rough stare laughing possession 

mother their rougher magician 

trouble there fountain proportion 

cousin square office electrician 

country flair February explosion 

generous snare microphone corrosion 

enough repair calf promotion 

suddenly aware affection discussion 

discovery unfair phantom opposition 

cuff hairy sufficient percussion 

brother squared sphere repetition 

buff blare forty diction 

enormous dare filter demonstration 

tremendous mare final dictionary 

cautious chair flimsy punctuation 

tougher where pheasant pollination 

glove fairly offend production 

rushed unaware telephone musician 

boisterous fare sphinx optician 

mysterious fair photographer emotion 

   elevation  
    
intended dismiss gradually endure 
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Week 5 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 

“ible/able/il” “ant/ent” “ous/us” “cious/tious” 

    

fashionable elephant cactus precious 

reasonable excitement previous suspicious 

edible brilliant fabulous obnoxious 

impossible experiment glorious ambitious 

drinkable elegant curious spacious 

invincible compliment enormous infectious 

valuable independent obvious anxious 

reversible ignorant tedious conscious 

excitable apparent serious delicious 

indestructible magnificent poisonous fictitious 

incredible vacant famous vicious 

understandable argument circus malicious 

flexible obedient dangerous cautious 

scribble contestant chorus conscientious 

nibble restaurant autonomous superstitious 

interchangeable accountant adventurous factitiously  

irreversible absent joyous  

legible adjacent miraculous  

Abigail vigilant crocus  

abseil dominant focus  

accessible absorbent surplus  

  status  

  virus  

expand frequent contribute possess 



 

 

Week 10 Week 11 Week 12 Week 13 

    

Odd bobs Maths words  Easter Words 

    

sergeant multiply bought  crucifixion 

mortgage divide brought station 

chateau parallel a lot Jesus 

antique perpendicular always Magdalene 

naive straight because Cyrene 

yacht vertical beautiful Christianity 

dinghy horizontal definitely crucified 

sword rhombus raise temple 

glacier circle careful tomb 

lough trapezium mountain Easter 

tsar quadrilateral sincerely resurrection 

private scalene restaurant soldier 

catalogue isosceles break cross 

leopard ratio brake forsaken 

tongue factor February chief 

marriage mean disappoint priest 

carriage median argument passion 

ballet mode business Pontius 

asthma range disappear Roman 

Hugh thousandths interruption  thorns 

unique hundredths occasion suffering 

 triangular allowed disciple 

 vertices whether mother 

consume coaxed compelled fortunate 


